PwC’s Employee Service Platform: Recruiting Solution

Reinventing HR through seamless and effective innovation

PwC’s Employee Service Platform: Recruiting Solution, powered by Salesforce, uses predictive and artificial intelligence to create a single destination for HR teams to manage all of their recruiting processes. From creating resource requests and matching candidates based on fit, to recording interview feedback and sending offer letters, it intuitively guides HR employees through all facets of talent acquisition and hiring. This accelerator is built on the Lightning Bolt framework.

Solution benefits

- Recruiters can export postings to job boards, recruiting websites, and social media to attract the best candidates.
- Recruiters manage applications, candidates, and complex events like scheduling and capturing feedback.
- Managers can generate and send offer letters to candidates via Conga Composer and DocuSign.
- Teams can communicate and collaborate with each other and view insightful reports powered by Einstein Analytics.
- Employees can apply to jobs and/or refer candidates to job postings based on their skill set.
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Learn more at www.pwc.com/salesforce
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